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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, everyone! Thanks for coming to my presentation!I am Yaoguang Wei, from the University of Minnesota. Today, I will talk about how we optimize the amount of dummy fill for CMP in global routing to improve the manufacturability. 



Outline

• Introduction

• Flow of the routing algorithm

• Cost functions

• Experimental results

• Conclusion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this talk, I will first introduce the background and motivations.then present the flow of the routing algorithm; next I will talk about how we elaborate cost functions to optimize the amount of dummy fill. Next I will present the experimental resultsand finally the conclusion.  



Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)

• CMP: chemical and mechanical means to polish wafer
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CMP machine

[http://www.ceramic.hanyang.ac.kr/paik/cmp.htm]
[http://strasbaugh.com/cm/Products/CMP/nTREPID%20300mm%20PRODUCTION%20CMP.html]

CMP process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chemical Mechanical Polishing, CMP is the major planarization technique used in the manufacturing process of circuit. --In a typical CMP tool, the wafer is mounted to a rotating head, and then the wafer is pressed against the rotating polishing pad. In addition, a slurry is deposited on the pad as the chemical abrasive.--CMP uses chemical and mechanical means to polish wafer.==CMP is widely used in the manufacturing process, next I will introduce a special CMP step called Oxide CMP.  



Variations caused by oxide CMP

• Oxide CMP used to polish the interlayer dielectric (ILD)
• Variation in the post-CMP ILD thickness
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Depth of focus variation, 
and finally lower the 
performance and yield

• Oxide CMP model in 
[Ouma, 2002]
– Post-CMP ILD 

thickness z ~ effective 
pattern density ρ

ρ10 zcz +=

[Tian, 2001]

[Ouma, 2002]

e.g., CMP variation can lead to 30% delay variation [Mehrotra, 2000]

Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--oxide CMP is used to polish the interlayer dielectric layer (ILD) to ensure a near-planarsurface before depositing and patterning a metal layer.--In practice, large variations in the post-CMP ILD thickness can be observed if the pattern density in the layout is not uniform. as shown in this figure. --This variation will cause the depth of focus variation and finally lower the performance and yield. For example, the variation in pattern density can lead to 30% variation in the bus delay--The oxide CMP model in this work shows that the Post-CMP ILD thickness z is linearly determined by the effective pattern density (EPD)ρ.**Here z1 is the step height of the ILD layer before CMP, c0 is a constant.  --Next I will introduce how to compute the effective pattern density. 



Effective pattern density (EPD)
• Partition the layout to tiles
• For each tile tij

– Initial pattern density (IPD) dij: Density 
of metal in a tile

– Assume the die is periodically repeated, 
and then dij is periodic.

– Effective pattern density (EPD) ρij: 
Weighted  sum of dij over a weighting 
window Wij with size 2l+1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To calculate the effective pattern density (EPD), --First we partition the layout to tiles. Then for each tile, we define initial pattern density; and effective pattern density. **Note that we will use IPD as the abbreviation of initial pattern density; and use EPD as the abbreviation of effective pattern density; also we will use symbol d to denote IPD; and \rho to denote EPD. --IPD is the density of metal in a tile; We assume the die is periodically repeated on the wafer, and then IPD is periodic. --EPD is the weighted sum of IPD over a weighting window. The size of the weighting window is 2 l +1 tiles, determined by the planarization length in the CMP process. The computation of EPD is given by this formula. *In fact, this is a circular convolution of IPD and weighting function. This formula captures the fact that the IPD of a tile has impact on the neighboring tiles, due to pad deformation.  --Here, f(i,j) is the discretized Gaussian function with standard deviation (di: viei..) equal to l. *This weighting function captures the pad deformation profile.--This figure shows the weighting function with l=5. Note that beyond the weighting window, f(i,j) is truncated to 0. **We have known post-CMP ILD thickness is determined by EPD, therefore, a natural way to reduce CMP variation is to reduce the EPD variation.================ 



Reduce CMP variation
• Add dummy fill

• Dummy filling problem formulation
– Insert minimal amount of dummy fill (D) to make

– D is a good metric

• Use dummy filling algorithm in [Tian, 2001]
• CMP-aware routing

– Generate more uniform distribution of wires
– Reduce variation and D
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Dummy 
feature

Reduce EPD variation, 
and ILD thickness 
variation

Increase routing cost
or coupling capacitance

Minimize 
dummy fill

[Tian, 2001]

e.g., floating dummy fill may increase the coupling capacitance up to 90%
[Kahng, 2006] 

(ρ = EPD = effective pattern density)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This can be done by adding dummy fill to make the effective pattern density across the layout uniform. --The benefit is that it will reduce EPD variation and thus the ILD thickness variation; --the downside is that, adding dummy fill will increase routing cost or coupling capacitance.E.g., floating dummy fill may increase the coupling capacitance up to 90%. Therefore, we should minimize the amount of dummy fill. --The dummy filling problem can be formulated as follows: given a layout, insert minimal amount of dummy fill (D) to make the EPD variation bounded by a tolerance \epsilon. --Here, ran(\rho) is the variation in EPD, \rho_H is the maximal EPD; \rho_L is the minimal EPD.--Generally, D is a good metric to evaluate the quality of a layout in terms of CMP variations. **in our work, We use the dummy fill algorithm in this paper to compute D. **--Since Routing determines final distribution of wires in the layout; --CMP-aware routing can generate more uniform distribution of wires than traditional routing, and then reduce the CMP variations and amount of dummy fill D. --In recent years, there were several CMP-aware routing algorithms proposed in the literature. 



Previous work and our contributions
• Previous work of CMP-aware routing

– No CMP model used
• Control the maximal initial pattern density [Li, 2005]

– The metrics used have limitations
• Minimize the gradient of initial pattern density (IPD) [Chen, 2009]

– Impact of routing on the neighboring regions not considered [Yao, 
2007][Jia, 2008]

• Our contributions
– Use accurate CMP model and metric D
– Optimize dummy fill directly
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EPD 
= 

effective pattern density

(D = amount of required dummy fill)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous work has several problems: some of them do not use CMP model, and the metrics they used have some limitations. For example, Gradient of initial pattern density IPD is used as a metric of CMP variations in this work.  --Next we will use an example to show the limitations of this metric. This figure shows two different layouts of an illustrative circuit.   Layout II shows larger IPD gradients, (shown by the blue curve), but due to averaging effects, the eff.. pattern density EPD variation is smaller (shown by the red curve). This clearly shows minimizing IPD gradient does not minimize CMP variations necessarily. Our experimental results also verify this conclusion. --Different from previous work, we use accurate CMP model and metric D in our router to optimize dummy fill directly. ==Next we will talk about the global routing model we used. 



Global routing model
• Input

– Information for nets/interconnects

• Output
– Paths on the global routing graph

• Objective: minimize overflow, wire length and amount of 
dummy fill D
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Global routing graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The routing model we used is pretty standard. --layout is first partitioned to grids, and then the a global routing graph is constructed by mapping each grid to a node and mapping the boundary between two adjacent grids to an edge. Then the routing is performed on the graph. --The objective is to minimize overflow, wire length and amount of dummy fill D. Here D is the new objective. 



Outline

• Introduction

• Flow of the routing algorithm

• Cost functions

• Experimental results

• Conclusion
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Presentation Notes
then will introduce the flow of the routing algorithm; 



Algorithm flow 
• Based on NTHU-Route 2.0 (NTHR) [Chang, 2008]
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Initial stage

Main stage with dummy fill cost 
function

Refinement stage with dummy fill cost 
function

EPD postprocessing: RRR the nets 
passing through tiles related to ρH

Layer assignment

NTHR’s flow Our flow

Initial stage

Main stage

Refinement stage

Layer assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--Our routing algorithm is based on NTHU-Route 2. This is the flow of their algorithm. --The purpose of the initial stage is to generate an initial global routing solution.--In the main stage, the initial solution is improved by iteratively ripping up and rerouting (RRR) every congested two-pin net.--The main purpose of the refinement stage is to further improve the routing solution. This stage is adapted from the main stage with cost function dedicated to overflow.--For multi-layer designs, the layer assignment stage is performed to map the routing solution to multiple layers. ----This is the flow of our router. There are two major diff... *Firstly, we elaborate effective cost functions to be integrated into NTHR to perform dummy fill optimization. **the cost functions will be introduced soon. --Secondly, we introduce an EPD postprocessing stage to further reduce the amount of dummy fill by ripping up and rerouting the nets passing through the tiles related to the maximal effective pattern density \rho_H. ****Due to time limitations, I will not discuss this stage in this talk, but the details can be found in the paper.



Outline

• Introduction

• Flow of the routing algorithm

• Cost functions

• Experimental results

• Conclusion
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Presentation Notes
We have introduce the flow of our algorithm; Next we will present how we elaborate cost functions in global routing to optimize dummy fill.  



Big picture of cost function
• Achievement of objectives dependent on cost functions

• Dummy fill cost Φe
– Efficient
– Effective

• Metric: D
– Linear programming used
– Several minutes required to compute D
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Wirelength Overflow

Wirelength 
cost

Congestion 
cost

Via 
cost

Dummy fill

Dummy fill 
cost Φe

Objective
:

Cost 
function:

(D = amount of dummy fill)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In global routing, cost function is very important: the successful achievement of the objectives is critically dependent on the choice of cost functions. For example, in the main stage of NTHR, to optimize the wirelength and overflow, a weighted sum of wirelength cost, congestion cost, and via cost is used as the cost function; in our work, To optimize the dummy fill, we introduce a new cost component dummy fill cost \Phi_e. Then we use a weighted sum of all these components as the cost function in our algorithm. For dummy fill cost \Phi_e, it has to be efficient to evaluate; and effective to capture the objective: minimizing D.  **Since the calculation of D is expensive,we have to find a more efficient surrogate metric. In the next few slides, I will introduce how we find a good surrogate for minimizing D.  



Metric Γ: A surrogate for D
• Metric Γ:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic idea is: since D is too expensive to use; so we find another surrogate metric \Gamma; but \Gamma is still too complex to use directly, so we find another metric \rho_H. Here, \Gamma is a stepping stone for finding the final metric we use. Next introduce the details. This figure shows the EPD distribution of a circuit. \rho_H is the maximal EPD; epsilon is the required bound in EPD variation. \rho_U is the lower bound in EPD after dummy filling. We can divide the tiles to two categories: blue tiles and green tiles. for blue tiles, their EPDs are smaller than \rho_U; so we have to insert dummy fill for them; For green tiles, (their EPDs are not smaller than \rho_U;) so no dummy fill is needed. Formally, we use Q1 to denote the set of blue tiles. For the tiles in Q_1, these red bars show the difference between the current EPD \rho_ij and \rho_U. We define Gamma as sum of red bars, given by this formula. This is the EPD distribution of another layout for the same circuit. We can see that these red bars are longer than those red bars, which means \Gamma for layout 2 is larger than that for layout 1. On the other hand, it is obvious that the amount of dummy fill required for layout 2 is larger than that for layout 1. Intuitively, we may think Gamma is an approximate indicator of D. Next I will present the theoretical support for this point. 



Metric Γ: A surrogate for D
• Theorem 1:                                  , where c is constant

• μ+ν much smaller than Γ
– e.g., for circuit newblue2, 

• Important conclusion: 
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… … … …

Before dummy filling After dummy filling

Γ: sum of red bars μ: sum of golden bars ν: sum of pink bars
ρH
ρU = ρH - ε

(D = amount of dummy fill)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the conclusion of theorem 1 in our paper.The detailed proof is in the paper, Here I will only present an explanation of it.As on the previous slide, we show the distribution ofEPD here. Remember that \Gamma is the sum of thered bars.After dummy filling - see the figure on the right - allEPDs become no smaller than \rho_U.  The sum of theexcess in EPD is given by \mu + \nu, where \mu is the sum of thegolden bars and \nu is the sum of the pink bars.The theorem says that D is proportional to \Gamma (point tored bars) + \mu (point to golden bars) + \nu (point to pinkbars).In practice, since minimal amount of dummy fill is inserted,  it can been seen that \mu + \nu is much smaller than \Gamma. For example,for circuit newblue2, \Gamma is about 500x larger than \mu+\nu.Therefore, we get this conclusion:  \Gamma is linearly related to D well. Our experimental results also verify this conclusion. By this conclusion, to minimize D, we should minimize gamma.



A surrogate for Γ

• Γ still too complex to be used
• The impact of routing on Γ and D
• Theorem 2:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although \Gamma is much easier to compute than D, it is still too complexto be used directly in routing process.Then by analyzing the impact of routing process on gamma and D, we find change in \rho_H, \delta \rho H has great impact on the change in Gamma, delta gamma.Theorem 2 in the paper says that, Given a routing solution, if one more wire is routed through edge e (pointing edge e), delta gamma can be given by this formula. 



A surrogate for Γ
•
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… … … …

ρH HH ρρ ∆+

ρU
HU ρρ ∆+

Q1

• |Q1| is about 85% of the total number of tiles
• D highly sensitive to the change in ρH (            )
• Minimizing ρH is a good surrogate for minimizing D

After routing through edge e

(ρ = EPD = effective pattern density)
(D = amount of dummy fill)(Q1 = set of blue tiles)

Hρ∆

11 || cQ H −∆≥∆Γ ρ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The detailed proof of theorem 2 is in the paper. Here I will only explain the intuition behind it using the following example.As before, we show the EPD distribution here. Remember that Gamma is sum of red bars. After routing through edge e--see the figure on the right-- pink bars show the increase of EPD. Here we assume rho_H is increased by \Delta \rho_H, and EPDs of blue tiles do not change. Note that \rho_U is also increased by \Delta \Rho_H, and therefore Gamma is increased too.  Note that Q_1 is set of these blue tiles. then the change in \Gamma within the set Q_1 corresponds to the sum of all the blackbars.  Since the size of set Q_1 is large, even if each black bar is small, thechange in Gamma over Q_1 can be significant. So, whenever \rho_H is increased, we can expect a nontrivial increase in \Gamma and thus D. In other words, minimizing \rho_H is a good surrogate for minimizing D.



• Compute dummy fill cost Φe
– Purpose: constrain the increase of ρH

• Cost component 0: penalty for direct increase 
of ρH after routing through edge e

• Cost component 1: penalty for potential
increase of ρH after routing through a path

Cost function
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Weighting 
window We

Tile tk

Edge e

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To minimize \rho_H, we should constrain the increase of \rho_H in routing process. �To achieve this goal, we introduced the following cost components. --Component 0 omega e: Penalty for direct increase ρH after routing through edge e. For example, in this figure, if routing through e will cause the EPD of t_k to exceed rho_H, then a large penalty should be assigned to edge e; --since we find that component 0 is not enough to constrain the increase of rhoH, we introduce an adapted version: component 1.  --component 1, theta e, is Penalty for potential increase ρH after routing through a path. --The basic idea is: if EPD of a tile tk, is close to rhoH, but not too close, then routing through one edge may not cause EPD of tk to exceed rhoH; however, if routing through many edges in the weighting window of tk, EPD of tk may exceed rhoH, due to the cumulative effect of all the edges.Therefore, we introduce this cost function to consider this effect. ===============*We just know that minimizing \rho_H is a good surrogate of minimizing D. 



Cost function

• Cost component 2: penalty for routing through the edges 
in the tiles with large EPD

• Total dummy fill cost:
• Integrate dummy fill cost function into the original router
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Presentation Notes
Cost component 2 psi_e is the Penalty for routing through the tiles with large EPDthe basic idea is : For the tiles whose EPDs are close to $\rho_H$, routing throughthe edges in these tiles will increase their EPDs further and it is likely that their EPDs will exceed the current $\rho_H$ soon in therouting process.  To control this trend, we assign large penalties to theedges in these tiles. <<But in order not to affect the optimization of other objectives too much, the cost should be small for the edges in the tiles with small EPD. >>This function is used to achieve this goal. total dummy fill cost is sum of component 1 and component 2. Here, component 0 is not used since it is covered by component 1.finally, to optimize amount of dummy fill, we integrate dummy fill cost function into the original router in the form of weighted sum of different cost functions, as we mentioned before.   



Outline

• Introduction

• Flow of the routing algorithm

• Techniques to optimize dummy fill

• Experimental results

• Conclusion
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Presentation Notes
In this talk, I will first introduce the background and motivations.then flow of the routing algorithm; next present how we elaborate effective cost functions to optimize amount of dummy fillNext I will present the experimental resultsand finally the conclusion.  



Experimental setup

• Platform
– A 64-bit Linux machine with an Intel Core(TM)2 Duo 3.00GHz CPU 

and 8GB memory
• Major assumptions

– 0.13um technology
– Size of weighting window 1mm
– The space between the dies on the wafer is negligible

• ISPD 2007 benchmark
• Comparison

– NoCMP: the original NTHU router
– MaxEPD: our algorithm
– YaCMP: replacing the cost function we propose in MaxEPD by the 

cost function in [Yao, 2007] (our implementation)

• Parameters tuned using newblue2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next I will present our experimental results. --This is the platform we use. --Here are some assumptions. --We use ISPD 2007 benchmark--To show the effectiveness of our algorithm, we compare our router MaxEPD with the original router NoCMP and another CMP-aware router YaCMP. --Parameters are tuned using circuit newblue2



Routing results

• Overflow
– Circuit newblue1 is difficult 
– Maximal overflow is 1
– The overflows can be eliminated in later stage with the reserved 

capacity
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Presentation Notes
This figure shows the comparison of overflow. For most of the circuits, there is no overflow for all the three routers. �Although there are few overflows for circuit newblue1, Since the maximal overflow is 1The overflows on the edges can be eliminated in later stage with the reserved capacitySo this is not a problem. <<Note that newblue1 is a difficult circuit to route. 



Routing results

• Wire lengths are similar
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Presentation Notes
Next we will show the comparison of the wire length. We can see that the wire lengths for all the three routers are similar. From the results of overflow and wire length, we can see that our algorithm does not downgrade the routing solution due to the optimization of dummy fill. 



Routing results

• Variation in the post-CMP ILD thickness
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Now Let’s see the results of variation in the post-CMP ILD thickness. Compared to the other two routers, our router reduce the variation in the post-CMP ILD thickness significantly. 



Dummy fill results

• Amount of dummy fill D
– Computed using dummy filling algorithm in [Tian, 2001]
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In addition, we also compared the amount of dummy fill D, which is computed using the dummy filling algorithm in this paper.  From the figure, we can see that our router can reduce the amount of dummy fill significantly. 
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Routing results

• Runtime
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4.66X

2.59X

• Runtime in absolute terms for MaxEPD
– Less than 1 hour
– Reasonable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The comparison of runtime is shown in this figure. On average, the runtime of our algorithm is 5x that of original router.  However, the longest runtime of our algorithm is less than 1 hour, and is still reasonable in absolute terms. 



Conclusion

• Develop a global routing algorithm optimizing the amount of 
dummy fill. 

• Minimizing maximal effective pattern density is a good 
surrogate for minimizing the amount of dummy fill. 

• Propose effective cost functions to perform dummy fill 
optimization. 

• Experimental results show that our algorithm can reduce the 
amount of dummy fill up to 41.5% with ~4x runtime overhead, 
compared with original router. 
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Presentation Notes
--In this work, we develop a global routing algorithm optimizing the amount ofdummy fill to be inserted into a layout. --By deduction, we find that minimizing maximal EPD is a good surrogate for minimizing the total amount of dummy fill.  --Based on this conclusion, We propose effective cost functions to perform dummy fill optimization. --The experimental results show that our algorithm can reduce the amount of dummy fills significantly.
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Thank You!
Any questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why aluminum wire and Oxide CMP? When we started research on dummy fill optimization, the dummy filling algorithm for copper CMP is not very mature, so we decided first to explore the dummy fill optimization for oxide CMP. Now we are extending our algorithm to copper CMP. 



Algorithm flow 
• Based on NTHU-Route 2.0 (NTHR) [Chang, 2008]
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Initial stage

Main stage with dummy fill cost 
function

Refinement stage with dummy fill cost 
function

EPD postprocessing: RRR the nets 
passing through tiles related to ρH

Layer assignment

NTHR’s flow Our flow

Initial stage

Main stage

Refinement stage

Layer assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--now I will briefly introduce The algorithm flow. --Our routing algorithm is based on NTHU-Route 2. This is the flow of their algorithm. --The purpose of the initial stage is to generate an initial global routing solution.--In the main stage, the initial solution is improved by iteratively ripping up and rerouting (RRR) every congested two-pin net.--The main purpose of the refinement stage is to further improve the routing solution. This stage is adapted from the main stage with cost function dedicated to overflow.--For multi-layer designs, the layer assignment stage is performed to map the routing solution to multiple layers. ----This is the flow of our router. There are two major diff... *Firstly, we elaborate effective cost functions to be integrated into NTHR to perform dummy fill optimization. **the cost functions will be introduced soon. --Secondly, we introduce an EPD postprocessing stage to reduce the amount of dummy fill further by ripping up and rerouting the nets passing through the tiles related to the maximal effective pattern density \rho_H. We will introduce details of this stage later. 



EPD postprocessing stage
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Find the tile tk with maximal EPD ρH

Find all the 2-pin nets passing through the 
weighting window of tile tk

Sort nets in nonincreasing order of the 
minimal distance of two pins to tile tk

RRR the nets one by one to decrease ρH

Is ρH decreased?
Yes No

If ρH cannot be 
decreased after 

trying all nets, this 
stage stops.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic idea is to ripping up and rerouting the nets passing through the tiles within the weighting window of the tile t_k, which has the maximal EPD, \rho_H. After ripping up a net, the \rho_H will be decreased to \rho_H’; if we can find another path without increasing \rho_H’ and without increasing the previous overflow, we will take it, since it will reduce \rho_H. If such a path cannot be found, the original path is restored. ====The detailed flow of this stage is shown here. First, we find the tile t_k with maximal EPD \rho_H; then find all the 2-pin nets passing through the weighting window of tile t_knext, sorting all these nets in …; The motivation is that for the 2-pin nets further from tk, and it should be easierto find an alternative path that does not pass through the weightingwindow of tk.==Then RRR nets one by one; After RRR a net, we evaluate the new \rho_H, if \rho_H is decreased without increasing the overflow, then a new iteration starts; Otherwise, if \rho_H can not be decreased or the overflow is increased, then the original path is restored. If \rho_H cannot be decreased after trying all the nets, this stage stops. 



Why not care about ρL

• The change in D after routing through edge e

• , we will not use this edge

• , maximal ΔD is -1 wire track
– Many choice of edges
– No matter how ρL changes
– No need to make efforts to increase ρL

• Similar argument for routing through a path
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